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Tissue Review 

Tissue type Function/location/characteristics 

Simple squamous epithelium Single layer of flat cells; diffusion (alveoli of lungs, lining of blood vessels and 

lymphatic vessels); filtration (kidney tubules); protection against abrasion 

(serous membranes of organs and body cavities) 

Simple cuboidal epithelium Single layer of cube-shaped cells; active transport/facilitated diffusion (kidney 
tubules); secretion (cells of glands and choroid plexus); movement of mucus-

containing particles out of the terminal bronchioles) 

Stratified squamous epithelium More than one layer of cells in which the basal layer is cuboidal or columnar and 

becomes flattened at the free surface; protection against abrasion; barrier 

against infection; prevention of water loss – skin, cornea, lining of mouth, 
throat, esophagus, anus and vagina 

Transitional epithelium Accommodates fluctuations in the volume of fluid in an organ or tube; 

protection against the caustic effects of urine – urinary bladder, ureters and 

superior urethra 

Simple columnar epithelium Single layer of tall, thin cells; secretion ( stomach, intestines, glands); 

absorption (intestinal cells); movement of cilia clears mucus-containing 

particles (lungs); movement (oocyte through fallopian tube) 

Adipose CT Individual cells are large and closely packed together and filled with lipids; 

energy storage (all fat); packing material that provides protection (around 

hearts and kidneys); heat insulator (under skin) 

Areolar/ Loose CT Cells within a fine network of mostly collagen fibers separated from one another 

by fluid-filled spaces; loose packing (between glands, muscles and nerves); 
support (for epithelial tissue); nourishment (for the structures with which it is 

associated) 

Blood CT Blood cells within a fluid matrix called plasma; transports O2, CO2, hormones, 

nutrients, waste products and other substances (RBC’s and plasma); protects 

body from infection (WBC’s); temperature regulation 

Cartilage CT Solid matrix with small and evenly dispersed collagen fibers throughout the 
ground substance making the matrix appear transparent; chondrocytes are found 

within lacunae; provides support  with some flexibility (costal cartilage of ribs, 

cartilage rings of trachea, nasal cartilage and ends of bones); site of bone growth 

(growth or epiphyseal plates of bones and embryonic skeleton) 

 Dense fibrous CT Matrix consists almost entirely of collagen fibers produced by fibroblasts; able to 

withstand great pulling forces in the direction of fiber orientation (tendons, 

non-elastic ligaments, dermis of skin and organ capsules) 

Osseous CT Hard, mineralized matrix with osteocytes located within lacunae and the matrix is 

organized into layers called lamellae; provides strength and support (all bones) 
and protects internal organs (skull, ribcage, pelvis) 

Skeletal / striated muscle  Striated, cells are large, long and cylindrical with many nuclei located at the 

periphery; movement of the body (attaches to bone) 

Smooth muscle Cells are tapered at each end, not striated and have a single nucleus; regulates 

the size of organs (hollow organs such as stomach and intestines) , forces fluid 

through tubes (ureters), controls the amount of light entering the eye (iris); 

produces “goose flesh” (skin) 

Cardiac muscle Cylindrical and striated with a single centrally located nucleus. branched and 

connected to one another by intercalated disks; pumps blood (heart) 



Nervous tissue Neuron consists of dendrites, a cell body and a long axon. Neuroglia, or support 

cells, surround the neurons; transmit information in the form of electrical 

charges that occur across the cell membrane called action potentials (brain, 

spinal cord & nerves); support, protect and form specialized sheaths around 

axons (neuroglia) 

Name the four primary tissue types:  

 Epithelial 

 Connective 

 Muscular 

 Nervous 

 

Define the following terms related to tissues and accessories: 

 

1. Cilia – hair-like projections on certain types of cells. 

2. Collagen – strong, microscopic ropes of protein that are flexible but resist stretching 

3. Erythrocyte – red blood cells 

4. Goblet cells – specialized mucus producing cells 

5. Histology – the microscopic study of tissue structure 

6. Leukocytes – white blood cells 

7. Metastasis – a process which occurs when tumor cells separate from the main mass and 

are carried by the lymphatic or circulatory system to a new site, where a 2
nd

 neoplasm is 

formed. 

 

8. Motor neuron – a neuron that carries nerve impulses away from the central nervous 

system to muscles or glands. 

 

9. Neoplasm – meaning “new growth” – refers to abnormal tissue growth resulting from 

cellular divisions that continue after normal cell division of tissue has stopped or slowed 

considerably. 

 

10. Osteoblast – a cell that makes bone. 

11. Osteoclast – a cell that digests and removes bone 

12. Platelets – minute fragments of cells derived from megakaryocytes that play an important 

role in preventing blood loss – also called thrombocytes. 

 

13. Reticular fibers versus elastic fibers - reticular fibers are very fine, short, collagen fibers 

that branch to form a supporting network; elastic fibers have a structure similar to coiled 

metal bed springs. After being stretched, they have the ability to recoil to their original 

shape. 

 

14. Sensory neuron - receives nerve impulses from sensory organs and relay them to the 

central nervous system. 
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Essay Review for the test 

1. Explain the difference betweeen simple and stratified squamous epithelium and areas 

of the body in which you find each and why… 

 

 

 

 

2. Name different functions of adipose tissue in the body. 

 

 

3. Name the three types of muscle, describe the structure of each and where they are 

found in the body. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Briefly explain the structure and function of nervous tissue.
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Simple squamous = single layer of flat cells - lining of blood vessels, lymphatic vessels, and serous membrane for protection against friction, alveoli of lungs for diffusion, and kidney tubules for filtration;Stratified squamous = many layers of cells in which basal layer is cuboidal or columnar and becomes flattened at the free surface - Skin, cornea, linings of mouth, throat, esophagus,anus and vagina for protection against abrasion, barrier against infection and prevents water loss from body.
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Energy storage, packing material that provides protection, and heat insulator.
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Skeletal - long, cylindrical cells w/ many nuclei & striated. Found attached to bones - provide movement of bodySmooth - cells are wide in the middle and taper at both end w/ a single nucleus &no striations. Found in the hollow organs such as the stomach & intestines, the iris,skin (produces goose bumps)Cardiac - cylindrical & branched, single nucleus, striated w/intercalated discs.Found in the heart.
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Neuron consists of dendrites, a cell body, and a long axon. Neuroglia, or support cells, surround the neurons. Neurons receive and transmit action potentials (electrical charges). Found in the brain, spinal cord, nerves and sensory organs.
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